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%% hat is the meaningvvof life?" my friend
at work asked, a lit-

tle shopworn and homeward
bound on a Thursday afternoon. I
began to react with the word
"sex," but I stopped.

It was just too easy and
obvious. I have a lot of respect
for my kindred-spirited friend,
and in light of our workload and
some personal situations of mine,
I decided his rhetorical question
deserved a genuine answer.

Ah, the timing of the
Universe. For Christmas I'd
received a small Native American
philosophy book about "agree-
ments" we make with ourselves.
Last week, another co-worker
gave me an original 1937 copy of
"The Importance of Living" by
Lin Yutang, a Chinese-American
philosopher, and I've been
absorbing both between design
jobs and at lunch. I recently got
back into Tai Chi after a long
break from a frustrated begin-
ning, and suddenly it's working; I
probably was not ready before.
So, with my newly developing
sense of existentialism, I e-
mailed my friend at Mac Station
8 a vague resemblance of the fol-
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Sometimes the
most dramat-
ic life-chang-

g events occur
from the minutest
circumstances. I

dn't know it, but I
really needed to sum
up the bits and
pieces of introspec-

tion. I've been pigeonholing. If
not for my friend's mild man-
nered sarcasm, I'd still be milling
around with no solid evidence of
actually getting someplace with
myself.

New questions and
answers will always develop, and
some will always remain. Like:
who is Cliff? Did he once work
for Reader's Digest Condensed
Books Division? Well, I can tell
you there's no question about one
thing though. We'd all be
deceived if I didn't fearlessly
admit to loving the embodiment
of that three-letter "s" word.


